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Named Entity Recognition

● Subtask of information extraction that seeks to locate and classify named 
entity mentions in unstructured text into pre-defined categories 

● Person names, organizations, locations, medical codes, time expressions, 
quantities, monetary values, percentages, etc.

● Jim bought 300 shares of Acme Corp. in 2006.



Trains a model using labeled data 
from the source domain

Initializes a target model with the 
learned parameters

Fine-tunes the initialized target 
model using labeled data from the 
target domain

Previous Work INIT



Simultaneously trains two models 
using both source and target data 

Some parameters are shared 
across the two models during the 
learning process

Previous Work MULT



Problems with 
existing 

approaches

Assumes there is no domain shift 
from source to target

INIT directly augments the LSTM 
layer with a new output CRF layer 
when learning models for the 
target domain

Thus preventing the model from 
capturing rich, complex cross-
domain information

Need to retrain word embeddings 
on domain-specific corpora



Proposed Solutions

Word adaptation layer and a sentence adaptation layer to bridge the gap 
between the two input spaces

Output adaptation layer added between the LSTM and the final CRF layer, 
capturing the variations in the two output spaces

Introducing a single hyper-parameter that controls how much information we 
would like to preserve from the model trained on the source domain



Base model proposed by previous 
work

Character-level word 
representations are constructed by 
running a BLSTM over sequences 
of character embeddings 

Concat the pre-trained word 
embeddings and character-level 
word representations

Base Model



Middle BLSTM layer takes a 
sequence of comprehensive word 
representations  

And produces a sequence of hidden 
states, representing the contextual 
information of each token

CRF layer produces a conditional 
probabilities of complete 
predictions for the given input 
sentence

Base Model



Proposed Model



Word Adaptation layer

Pivot Lexicon

P1 : Word pair of high frequency words from source and target domain

P2: Customized word-pair for mappings between domain-specific words 
across domains

The final lexicon is thus defined as 

P = P1 U P2.



Word Adaptation layer

Projection Learning

Pre-trained domain specific word embeddings VS and VT

Learn a transformation matrix Z minimizing the distances between VS and VT Z



Sentence Adaptation Layer

Pre-encodes the sequence of projected word embeddings for each target 
instance, before they serve as inputs to the LSTM layer inside the base model

The hidden states capture target-domain specific contextual information

Out of vocabulary issue partially alleviated

Each OOV word would be assigned their “transformed” embeddings based on its 
respective contextual information



Output Adaptation Layer

There is a need for context-aware re-recognition

Added a BLSTM output adaptation layer in the base model right before the final 
CRF layer

Captures variations in outputs with contextual information

Prevents loss of knowledge that can be transferred from the source domain



Overview of Transfer Learning Process



Overall Learning Process

Ꝟ is a hyper-parameter for controlling the transferability

If Ꝟ= 0, we fix the learned parameters (from source domain) of the base model 
completely (Ours-Frozen)

If Ꝟ= 1, we treat all the layers equally (Ours-FineTune)



Experimental Setup

Source and Target Domains

Source domain is newswire (NewYorkTimes and DailyMail articles)

Target domain is social media (Archive Team’s Twitter stream grab)



Experimental Setup

Resources for Cross-domain Embeddings

Use GloVe to generate word embeddings

Source emb trained on the newswire domain corpus 

Target emb is trained on a social media corpus



Experimental Setup

Resources for Cross-domain Embeddings

General emb is pretrained on CommonCrawl containing both formal and 
user-generated content

P1 is the top 5K words from source and target vocabularies sorted by 
frequency

P2 is an existing twitter normalization lexicon containing 3,802 word pairs



Experimental Setup

Datasets

OntoNotes-nw

CoNLL03 NER dataset (CO) 

80% for training, 15% for development and 5% for testing

P2 is an existing twitter normalization lexicon containing 3,802 word pairs



Baseline Transfer Learning: INIT

Train a source model MS using the source-domain training data DS

Construct a target model MT and reconstruct the final CRF layer to address 
the issue of different output spaces

Use the learned parameters of MS to initialize MT excluding the CRF layer

INIT-FineTune continues training MT with the target-domain training data DT

INIT-Frozen instead only updates the parameters of the newly constructed 
CRF layer.



Baseline Transfer Learning: MULT
Simultaneously trains MS and MT using DS and DT

The parameters of MS and MT are shared during the training process 

The parameters not shared for the CRF layers

MULT+INIT

First use INIT to initialize the target model

Train the two models like MULT



Results

“Delta” represents the amount of improvement we can obtain (in terms of F 
measure) using transfer learning over “in-domain” for each transfer method

First run on homogeneous input spaces

Then run on heterogeneous input spaces



Results



Results



Results



This method works better than existing 
methods across two domains

Can be applied to other cross-domain 
structured prediction tasks

Further investigation on alternative 
neural architectures

How to learn the optimal value for the 
hyper-parameter V from the data 
automatically

Conclusion



Questions


